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‘I wanted everything to
 be Instagrammable. 

If you look around the shop, 
everything is considered.

 From our menu to our 
bathroom, every single spot 
of the shop just looks really of the shop just looks really 

cool.’

Mika Johnson, 
Yas Bean Owner

‘An aesthetically enticing
and chic space’

The Guardian

‘a photogenic, colourful, 
instagrammable interior’

Cheshire Life

‘Millie helped us not only 
in the renovation of the 
space itself but also with 
got deep into our 

branding which reflected 
not only in our cups 
but also on our but also on our 
instagram. ’

 Mika Johnson,
Yas Bean Owner

Since their launch in August 2021, Yas 
Bean have featured in The Guardian 

and Cheshire Life magazine. 

Back to the Future Interiors are 
still working regularly with Yas Bean 
on an ongoing consultancy basis for  

‘‘all things aesthetic’.

Yas Bean are currently looking for a 
second venue.

Follow @yasssbean

Watch Video & Testimonial
backtothefutureinteriors.com

/yasbean

Founded by Millie Humphries, Back to the 
Future Interiors is a Design Studio covering 

Manchester, Cheshire and beyond.

Commercial or residential, our projects are 
always confident, considered and full of 

character.

FFollow @backtothefutureinteriors

Portfolio www.backtothefutureinteriors.com

Email info@backtothefutureinteriors.com

When Yas Bean owner Mika Johnson 
approached Back to the Future Interiors 
via Instagram, we were thrilled at the 
prospect of working with this ambitious, 
local, startup. Already on the road to 
bigger things, Yas Bean had outgrown 
their coee ttheir coee trailer and had taken a huge 
risk by signing a lease on an out of town 
premises.

EXPERIENCE COUNTS

As a fledgling business, establishing a strong identity was essential. The flagship
site’s aesthetic would define this brand and set the bar for customer and industry 
expectations. Time spent with Mika prior to any design work was detrimental. 
It enabled us to gain a thorough understanding of how he wanted the space to 
feel, how he wanted his customers to feel, and how his personality informed his 
business choices on a macro level from each stock item to the loacl suppliers he 
was carefully curating. We then took all this information and distilled it into a 
uniquunique, branded aesthetic concept covering all elements of the interior space.

Equipped with a concept 
and a clear vision of the 

Yas Bean customer journey, 
we used expertise and 

creative thinking to design 
a layout that would cleverly 
optimise the quirks and optimise the quirks and 

architectural features of the space.

 As well as serving coee, Mika was looking
to introduce a retail element so we worked on creating an exciting and 

enticing environment for customers, as well as a smooth operation for sta.

 

Formerly a dark and dingy recording studio, we took the space back to brick. 
From lighting plans to detailed bar and seating specification, not only did we 
design and implement all the creative elements, we project managed budgets 
and trades too. The level of detail in our design documents paired with a hands
on, straight talking approach resulted in a smooth project. An outcome 
delivered on time, on budget and in line with the agreed aesthetic.

 

With over 15 years experience within 
hospitality from events management to 
running restaurants, Back to the Future
Interiors Owner & Design Lead Millie knows 
the level of detail required for that perfect 
customer experience.

WWorking closely with Yas Bean, we mapped out 
the ideal customer journey. We would create 
a space where all the boxes whether 
consumables, merchandise or social media 
shares, would be ticked along the way. 
Operations or aesthetics, we’ve got it covered.

The innovative retail spaces were also designed with flexibility at the forefront
 and included bespoke, moveable stepped podiums in the brand colours both 
for shop floor merchandise and a mini bar top cake display. A giant pegboard
displayed Yas Bean own brand merchandise, while bespoke, under stairs 
storage housed extra stock, keeping the shop floor displays chic and minimal.

In the service areas, flexibility and space saving ideas were essential. The design 
included compact & contemporary window bench seating, a slimline backbar 
and a carefully planned bar layout. The colour palette was bold, bright and 
instantly recognisable. It was carried through the scheme with every detail, 
from the bar cladding to the bathroom to the hand painted decorative plants.

‘I've worked with you now 
on a few of your projects. 

After 38 years as an 
electrician, it takes a lot to 

impress me, 
but you impress me. 
YYou’re so talented.’

Andy Beaden, Project 
Electrical Contractor


